Hypertension guidelines:
thresholds, targets, and teratogenicity

The current British Hypertension Society (BHS) Guidelines for the management of Hypertension run to an impressive 46 pages.¹ The Quick Reference Guide on management of hypertension in adults in primary care published by the National Institute of Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) in June 2006 is shorter at 11 pages.² Both documents give essentially the same message about thresholds, treatments, and targets for hypertensive patients with the NICE guide providing easy to follow, colourful flow diagrams. By definition clinical guidelines need to be clear and user-friendly but I worry that important and subtle messages may be lost completely in the process. A case in point is the management of hypertension in young women of childbearing age. In the NICE Quick Reference Guide only one line mentions this group saying that beta blockers should be avoided in women of childbearing age. There is no mention of why and no reference to the potential dangers of angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors or angiotensin receptor blockers (ARBs) should these women become pregnant.

Research emerging in the early 1990s indicated a causative association between the use of ACE inhibitors during pregnancy and the development of severe fetal abnormalities. A significantly increased incidence of oligohydramnios, neonatal renal failure, pulmonary hypoplasia, calvarial hypoplasia, and fetal death were reported. These effects are thought to be the result of hypoperfusion of the fetal kidneys during development.³ The increased risk of fetal abnormalities was initially thought to be limited to women receiving ACE inhibitor therapy in the second and third trimesters of pregnancy. However, a more recent study has suggested a significantly increased risk (>2.7) of major congenital malformations in women receiving ACE inhibitor therapy in the first trimester of pregnancy.⁴ A higher incidence of fetal abnormalities in the offspring of women taking ARBs during pregnancy has also been noted.⁵ Current BHS guidelines recommend ACE inhibitors as first-line agents for younger, non-black patients but advise that these agents should be avoided in women who wish to become pregnant. The recommendations also state that ACE inhibitors and ARBs should be discontinued immediately if a woman were to become pregnant while receiving treatment with either agent. The Quick Reference NICE guidelines suggest beta blockers may have a role in younger women but do not specify why.⁶ Despite their known adverse effects, recent US data shows that 4.4% of women of childbearing age (15–44 years) take ACE inhibitors, reflecting an 83% increase in use from 1995–2002.⁷ In addition, a UK poll suggests that 40% of pregnancies are unplanned, with over half of these due to lack of contraception.⁸

At the Hypertension Clinic, University Hospital Birmingham we recently investigated the number of women of childbearing age (16–45 years), who had been prescribed ACE inhibitors or ARBs in primary care before referral.⁹

In addition, contraceptive use by these women was evaluated to assess whether adequate precautions were being taken to prevent pregnancy in these at-risk patients. A cohort of female patients aged 16–45 years was identified from approximately 1500 new referrals from January 2004 to October 2006, excluding those not taking antihypertensive medication. Contraceptive status was established where possible. Forty-seven of 101 (47%) women aged 16–45 years were taking an ACE inhibitor (n = 35) or an ARB (n = 11) or both (n = 1) of whom 26 (55%) were aged 16–40 years. In this younger group, eight were using no contraception and three were using barrier methods only. In other words, one-quarter of women in the study were taking these agents and were aged 40 years or less; of these, many were not using reliable contraception. The study identifies a worrying trend to use ACE inhibitors or ARBs in younger women who are at risk of poor perinatal outcomes if they become pregnant.

On the basis of this small study and my own clinical experience I feel that the BHS and NICE guidelines may put younger women at risk if doctors are unaware of potential fetotoxic and teratogenic consequences of prescribing ACE inhibitors and ARBs. When I give talks to GPs and hospital doctors, several colleagues confirm that they were previously unaware of such an association. A final point that the study highlighted was the surprising number of young women who were taking antihypertensives in the first place. This brings me on to thresholds for intervention, white coat hypertension, and appropriateness of treatment in this very low-risk group: important subjects for another Viewpoint, perhaps.

Una Martin
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